1. Introduction. Steinberg [8] has given a simple presentation for the universal central extension [7] , [8] , [9] of the group of rational points of a simply connected Chevalley group over a field. In this note we announce a similar theory for the simply connected Chevalley groups over commutative rings and outline the proof of a stability theorem for certain functors resulting from this construction. Complete proofs will appear elsewhere.
Let us introduce some notation. A denotes a commutative ring with 1, ^4* is its group of invertible elements, p and q are ideals of A, and (l+q)* = (l+q)f\4*. * is a reduced irreducible root system [2] and G(<ï>, ) is the simply connected Chevalley-Demazure group scheme with root system <£. If * is of type Ci, Z^l (Ci = Ai), we say <£ is symplectic, and if <3> is of type Ai, Bi, Cu or Du we say $ is classical. The subgroup of G(3>, A) generated by the elementary unipotents e*(t), «£<£, tE.A, will be denoted £(<£, ^4). A full discussion of these notions may be found in [3] , [5] , and [9] .
Define the Steinberg group, St(<£, A), to be the group with generators x a (t), ceG$, tEiA, subject to the relations
where the product is as in [8] . Since the elementary unipotents e a (t) also satisfy these relations, the map x a (t)*-*e a (t) extends to a homomorphism 7r:
In §2 we present certain commutator formulas which yield necessary and sufficient conditions for E(3>, A) and St($, A) to be their own derived groups. In §3 we show that the extension St($, [8] has shown that the maps di are always surjective. This partially answers a stability question: how large must I be, relative to the dimension of the maximal ideal space of A, for Oi to be surjective? In §4 we show that 1 = 1 suffices for almost all semilocal rings-rings with dim max A equal to 0. Consequences of this result will be discussed in §4.
Commutators in Chevalley groups
The image of St(*, q) under ir is denoted £($, q), and £($, q) = ker 7rPiSt($, q). We let £(p, q) be the smallest normal subgroup of £(<£, A) containing {e a (p)\pGp, a short}\J {ep(q)\a(Eq, j8 long}. If $ has only one root length, by convention all roots are long. 
Moreover, if A has no residue field with two elements, the case $ = C 2 is tóe same as <£ = Ci, I > 2 when y is long. (t) , showing that Xaity^yait) defines a homomorphism which is the desired section for p. Each step involves technical considerations which differ from root system to root system, accounting for the rather complicated hypotheses of (3.1).
REMARK. For SL(n, A), (3.1) is due independently to Steinberg [9]
and Kervaire [4] . It is possible to weaken the hypotheses on A slightly for the cases <ï > =^4 3 , B s , Z> 4 (e.g. A(F 3 ) has no nonsplit central extensions). If A has enough units, the theorem may be extended to groups of rank <3 using the method of [8] . new identities satisfied by { , } which imply this injective stability theorem for a radical ideal in a semilocal ring generated by its units. The proof of (4.1) is based on the following decomposition of the group St(<ï>, q) when qCrad A, similar to the Bruhat decomposition [2] , [9] of the Chevalley groups.
) ] is the universal central extension of E($, A). In particular, whenever T is central, L($, A) ~iJ 2 (-E($, A), Z).

If $ is classical, let Stoo($, A), £«>(<£,
In St($, q) let Û($, q) be the subgroup generated by all x a (q), a>0, <z£q, and Û~($, q) be the subgroup generated by all x a (q), a<0, qGq. Note. This corollary implies that {-1, -l}^0 in L(A h Z/4Z) (cf. [6] ). This does not imply a similar result for K 2 (Z/4Z), since it is only known that the map L(Ai, Z/4Z)-*K 2 (Z/4:Z) is surjective.
